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shipping weight: 0.80 kg
Manufacturer: GSM Activate

Product Description
Made in the UK, the GSM 4G Auto Dialler Plus is our most versatile device, working on both 2G and 3G frequencies and featuring battery backup, texts and calls to alert you to a
problem.With 4 inputs and 2 outputs as well as an inbuilt battery, microphone and temperature sensor, it can be used for many applications.Overview of the GSM 4G Auto Dialler
Plus Temperature Alarm & Power Failure AlarmThe multi-purpose GSM 4G Auto Dialler Plus is ideal for alarm monitoring. It is compatible with both 2G and 3G networks. It works
with all alarm control panels with negative triggering via two inputs. The relay outputs are ideal for switching on external devices such as CCTV, lighting and heating.The GSM 4G
Auto Dialler Plus can be used on many of your devices in your home, at work, in the garden, at work or wherever you need it. The GSM 4G Auto Dialler Plus uses GSM technology
and will send you a text or call to your mobile phone or landline when the connected alarm is triggered, alerting you to a problem, fault or status change.GSM 4G Auto Dallier Plus
Temperature AlarmThe "Plus" has several new features over our standard dialler, the two main ones being the temperature alarm where you can set a high or low alarm and if the
temperature drops or rises to that level it will send you a call or text. There is also a power failure alarm, where if there is a 4-minute power failure, the device will fall back on a
backup battery that lasts for 24 hours and will notify you of the power failure via SMS and call.Our GSM 4G Auto Dialler differs from other models on the market by using quad-band
frequencies as well as 3G. This means that they can be used worldwide, even in places where 2G has been switched off, such as the USA and Australia, where we receive great
feedback. This gives us confidence in the reliability and durability of our products.Additional extras for the GSM 4G Auto DiallerThe GSM 4G Auto Dialler Plus is supplied in an IP65
housing. This means that the device is fully weatherproof and you can use it both outdoors and indoors.As we manufacture these models ourselves, we can offer modifications to
the devices to meet your requirements. If you require something that differs from this list, please contact us directly. In most cases we can make a simple programme change at no
extra cost.
technical data- GSM frequency: Quadband frequency 850/900/1800/1900/2100 Mhz- 4G Bands : B1 -B5, B7 - B8, B12 - B14, B18 - B20, B25 , B26, B28 , B66, B71- Supply voltage:
9 - 24 Volt DC- Power consumption in standby mode: 70 milliamps- Max current: Up to 2 amps- Standard 2G 3G 4G sim card- No landline connection required- Dimensions - L170 x
W120 x H60mm- Weight - 360 grams- Operating temperature: -10...+40°C- Signal strength function- Stay Active Simcard function- Watchdog and self-repair function- 4 inputs- 2 -
10 Amp relay outputs- 1 independent alarm sensor input- Temperature display via text message- Temperature alarm controller- Optional speaker to talk to people near the device-
Optional microphone to call into and listen to the surroundings of the device.- Power failure and recovery function Power failure and recovery alarm- Battery backup for up to 24
hours standbyFeatures- Temperature monitoring- Power failure monitoring with battery backup- Alarm input for PIR and IR beams.- It also has an integrated tilt sensor- Microphone
for covert listening and an optional speaker for full two-way audio
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